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The Westside Pump Station is to the East
of the Plaza site; two artworks will be 
located here. To the West of the highway is 
the future site of Sloat Plaza, where Mark 
Baugh-Sasaki’s sculptural series, Listening 
Stones, will be installed in 2028-2029.

Ocean Beach Climate Change Adaptation Project, 
with Sloat Plaza on the far left (North).



ART IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET

• $300,000 inclusive of all artist's fees, as well as associated expenses 
for design, fabrication, insurance, transportation, and contingency. 

• $50,000 allocation for installation managed by SFAC.

PUBLIC ART PROJECT GOALS

• Be an anchor point / landmark for the new plaza

• Addresses and speaks to climate change and/or sea level rise

• Complements views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas

• Relates to and is visually compatible with the character of the site and 
surrounding areas (including forthcoming mural by artist Jet Martinez 
and existing sculptures by artist Mary Fuller at the nearby Westside 
Pump Station)



Listening Stones is comprised 
of 11 granite boulders 
representing the reservoirs 
that are a part of the Hetch 
Hetchy Aqueduct system. 
These boulders will be 
placed throughout the main 
plaza area. Seven of the 
boulders will have a cone cut 
through the rock pointing in 
different directions. These 
cones will collect and 
amplify the ambient sounds 
of the space and enable 
participants to use the 
boulders as listening devices 
to hear what the landscape 
is saying.

The conceptual proposal 
was approved by the Arts 
Commission on Nov 7, 2022.



Granite boulders sourced in 
Northern California. The bronze 
rings, inset into the plaza paving 
will sit flush at the surface, 
encircle each boulder and will be 
offset 18” (originally 24”) from 
the boulder, itself. The ring size 
will vary based on each boulder’s 
circumference. The rings will not 
intersect with paving joints.



The main focus of developing the design was to 
identify the placement of each boulder. The artist
dedicated time walking the site, getting a sense 
of scale and the spacing between the boulders 
and other future built elements.



There were several design constraints impacting the placement of the boulders, including an 
underground tunnel infrastructure (red), which has weight limits to above ground elements. 
The boulders also need to allow clearance for emergency and maintenance vehicle routes (blue)
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Final artwork placement indicating the view/listening angles of the seven cone-cut boulders. The 
boulders are meant to be approached both from afar and up close. They welcome touch, site, 
and sound, and allow for fluid movement throughout the plaza. The artist considered the 
placement in relation to curb cuts and clearance from walls and other built elements, with a 
general guide of 5’ minimum clearance to allow fluid accessible movement around each boulder.



A close-up of the medium sized 
boulder placed at the north 
entrance of the plaza. This boulder 
is roughly 4-5 feet from the edge 
of the curb cut and has a cone 
cutout pointing south, drawing 
folks further into the plaza.

The artwork footprint (shown in blue) 
represents both the boulder and the 
bronze ring. Note that the boulders 
and rings never cross a paving joint. 
These pavers come in two sizes, 10 
and 20 feet wide.

The boulders also need to stay clear
from the plaza restroom for safety 
and privacy, as well as away from the 
built-in seating along this curved seat 
wall.



LARGE (4 total)
7’ to 9’ h, 5’ to 6’d, 32,000 lbs

MEDIUM (3 total)
5’ to 6’ h, 4’ to 5’d, 13,000 lbs

SMALL (4 total)
18” h, 3’ to 4’d, 4,000 lbs

27” x 4” Cane Clearance
at base

A cross-section view of the large, medium and small boulders. The listening cone cuts will 
have a 20-degree opening to best gather and direct sound to the listener. The small 
boulders will be cut flat at 18” high. The artist explains that these four horizontally-cut 
boulders “provide a contrast to the more natural forms of the seven boulders and serve as a 
reminder of the human hand within the landscape.” 



PROJECT TIMELINE

Final Design Approval April 17, 2024

Plaza Construction Begins (4 years) 2025

Construction Documentation Approval 2027-2028

Fabrication and Installation 2028-2029


